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Tuition increases for non-resident students
By Marian Griffin
Staff Writer
A bill sponsored by John
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, has
raised tuition fees for out-of-state
students.

Assembly Bill 251 reclassifies
resident and non-resident students
for fall ’81.
To qualify for resident fees,
students must be California
residents and financially in -

dependent for three years.
The fee increased for out-ofstate students to $94.50 per unit -- a
$22 50 per unit raise.
In the past, students were
classified as state residents after

Mitchell. originally from Maryland.
Mitchell has been in California for 13
months. During registration, he
expected to pay the standard fee of
$130.50, but instead learned his fees
totaled $994.50.
"It came as a complete shock
which I was unprepared to deal
with," Mitchell said.
Gruber said many students were
only given one week to come up with
the payment.
"Once given residency, students
should not have to turn around and
pay more," Gruber said.
"I felt the admissions office had
to have made a mistake," Mitchell
said.
Mitchell said he complained to a

woman working in the admissions
office, and was told to write to his
state legislator.
Rather than quitting school.
Mitchell contemplated taking legal
action. He said he considered
chaining himself to the admissions
office until out-of-state fees are
lowered.
"If solutions cannot be reached.
I very well may have to quit school
for a semester in order to work fulltime to pay next year’s fees,"
Mitchell said.
Sen. O’Keefe will discuss his
ideas for lowering fees for out-ofstate residents at a meeting to be
held 10 a.m. Sept. 12 at 10020 N. De
Anza Blvd., Cupertino.

Phones not required
for dorm residents

S.
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Playing under sunny skies, Aaron Deetz
Schulz contemplates where to add another

.

living a year in California.
Sen. Dan O’Keefe. R -Cupertino,
wants to create an easier path for
students affected by All 251.
O’Keefe said he plans to introduce a bill that would give
students more time to pay the increased fees.
According to his assistant, Brian
Gruber. 85 SJSU students were
reclassified and many were only
given one week to meet the payment
deadline.
Bill Friedrichs, director of
business affairs, said students were
sent a questionnaire over the
summer informing them of the fee
hike.
One affected student is George

truck onto the miniature Highway 280
traffic jam during the Occupational Therapy
barbecue.

By Tamera Casias
Staff Writer
Dormitory students are no
longer required to hook up
telephones in their rooms, said
Walter Keenan, residence hall
coordinator.
unfavorable
said
Keenan
student response to the $31.50 installation charge was the reason for
dropping the mandatory telephone
service.

Police still seek rape witness
Ry Randy Paige
Staff Writer
University police are still
waiting to hear from the man
reportedly seen by Monday night’s
attempted rape victim as she fled
from her attacker.
The attempted rape was foiled
when the victim, an SJSU student,
kicked and fought off her attacker
when he tried to pin her in her car
A man who remembered seeing
someone fitting the description of

the attacker spoke with university
police yesterday, but he is not the
potential witness seen by the victim,
police said.
The possible witness is
described as a white, blond-haired
man in his early 208, who was
carrying books in the Seventh Street
parking garage around 6 p.m.
Monday.
If the witness being sought
wishes to remain anonymous, he
may call the secret witness line at

717-3900, police said
University police and other
assisting SJSU employees will be
watching the garages and parking
areas more closely, Technical
Services Officer Russell Lunsford
said.
"The existing personnel will
concerntrate on their patrol efforts
in the garages and other parking
facilities," Lunsford said.
A man fitting the description of
the assailant in the Monday night

Tutor programs escape ax
By David Flemate
Staff Writer
Two federally funded programs at SJSU
managed to avoid President Reagan’s budget cut.
They are the ASPIRE program, which works to help
disadvantaged students now attending the
university, and its sister program, Upward Bound,
which helps disadvantaged high school students
prepare for college.
ASPIRE received $146,908 in federal funds for
the 1981-82 fiscal year, while Upward Bound was
given $206,871.
Both are funded under Special Services for
Disadvantaged Students, within the Department of
Education.
ASPIRE provides tutorial services to all
students who qualify. Participation is open to
students who need supplemental academic services, are educationally underprepared or low
income, or physically disabled.
ASPIRE serves almost 300 students, with a staff
of 35 tutors, four student counselors and one
professional counselor.

Even with a four percent increase in funds for
this year’s budget ( 22 percent was originally
requested), ASPIRE Director Janet Felker claims
they have not been able to expand services to any
real extent because of inflation and a six percent
increase in salaries.
The state-funded Educational Opportunity
Program is dissimilar in that it recruits high school
students and has limited tutorial services for those
that enter the university.
ASPIRE, on the other hand, does no recruiting
but works closely with EOP to avoid duplication of
services.
ASPIRE is primarily concerned with retention
of students already in the university.
For the 1981-82 academic year, the program has
funds and has a grant for five years, which began in
1977. However, every year, they must apply for a
new budget, of which they are not guaranteed.
Should funds be cut further, ASPIRE would not
be able to expand or even maintain their current
levels of performance, Felker said.
"Most cuts were made in elementary and
secondary educational programs.- Felker said.

attack was brought .11 10f
questioning yesterday.
Police released the man after
determining he was not involved in
the attempted rape.

"We’re still urging people to
install phones," said Colleen
Martell, resident adviser at
Markham Hall.
"In an emergency, they (dormitory residents) have to run down
the hall to a pay phone, or use a
neighbor’s," she said. "With a phone
in their room, they only have to dial
181 for emergency services."
"We were against having to pay
the installation charge," said Doris
Elliot, a former West Hall resident.
"Every time you move back into the
dorm, you have to pay the installation charge again."
This charge also applies to those
who are returning to the same room.
The installation fee for a dormitory phone is $9.50 more than
regular home installation fees.
"SJSU is on a business line

called Centrex," said E. Crumpler
of Pacific Telephone. "This enables
students to call anywhere on campus
by dialing only five numbers.
"Centres is a more complicated
and technical line, therefore more
expensive. We do more here at the
telephone company than flip a
switch when we install a phone.
There is a lot of processing and
central office work to be done for
Centrex."
"Although nothing has happened in a dormitory room a phone
would have prevented, that doesn’t
mean it won’t," said Terry Edel,
SJSU crime prevention officer.
"Aside from the blue light
phones, the 181 emergency number
is the fastest way to the police. We’d
like to urge people to have their
phones connected."

Campus chooses once again
to catch that Pepsi Spirit
By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer
After 15 years, SJSU students once again have
the chance to catch that Pepsi spirit or be content to
have a Coke and a smile.
New Pepsi machines have replaced the Coke
machines in buildings throughout campus, but this
is not the only time Pepsi has been offered at SJSU,
according to Michael Dolan, manager for the
Spartan Shops vending machines and special
services.
Pepsi was served temporarily in the early 1960s
as the fountain replacement for Coke, though Coke
is now served at the fountains in the Spartan Pub.
the S.U. cafeteria and the dining commons.
Reasons for the change are simple, according to
Spartan Shops General Manager Edward Zant.
Zant said the lowest soda pop bid came from "just a
vendor who sells Pepsi instead of Coke."
"We sent out offers to bid on our contract to the
main contractors in the area who sell major brand
soft drinks. Some responded, some didn’t," Zant
said, refering to the three-year contract for the
campus vending machine service.
The changeover took place in August and will
last until 1984, when the contract will again be up for
hid.
With the change came an increase in prices

No Coe...

Ss.

from 35 cents to 40 cents, but the increase was
"inevitable," Zant said. "We are still lower than
most vending machines," he said.
Zant added that the candy machines were also
replaced but the variety of candy will stay
"basically the same."
Along with the regular Pepsi. students also
have the choice of Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Bubble Up, Sunkist Orange and Dr. Pepper.

Survey shows SJSU grads above average
I

By (’arid Peterson
Staff Writer
Kathie Rose’s experiences as an SJSU
graduate are the kind of "average"
statisticians love to cite.
She is one of the 63 percent who
responded to a just -released 1980 graduate
survey, aimed at determining employment levels and starting salaries for
1.390 SJSU graduates in 60 different
majors.
The survey found that SJSU graduates
moved into the job market at a rate higher
that that of the national average. Also,
starting salaries for SJSU graduates were
found to be 25 percent higher than the
national average.
At 27 I the average SJSU student age).
Rose graduated from the School of
Business with an emphasis in accounting.
Like the majority of SJSU graduates,
she found full-time employment in a field
related to her major. And, like most, she
stayed in the greater Bay Area.
With three int) offers to choose among.

Rose gave the nod to the Bank of America
in San Jose. She started in the
management training program at $1,200 a
month. near the average for SJSU
graduates in business.
Now in operations, Rose has received
salary increases and job advancement,
and is aiming for a career in area
management with the bank.
"The school had a lot of different
avenues." Rose said of her education at
SJSU. "The business school did prepare
me. It wasn’t all textbook."
of SJSU
percent
Ninety-four
bachelor’s degree recipients and 97 percent of those with new master’s degrees
looking for work are employed, the survey
said
Starting salaries averaged $1.245 per
month for those with a bachelor’s degree
and $1,513 for those with a master’s.
Jerry Brody, Career Planning and
Placement director, said these salary
figures are expected to be higher for 1981
and 19112 graduates

The graduate survey is conducted
every two years in the California State
University and Colleges I CSUC ) system.
Of those responding, 74 percent of
bachelor’s and 84 percent of the master’s
degree graduates said their jobs were
related, either somewhat or directly. to
their majors.
Brody expects employment figures on
1981 graduates lobe better than 1980.
"Employment figures were much
higher," he said. adding that verifiable
total salaries of ’81 graduates are
currently above $15 million.
School of Engineering graduates
helped boost SJSU above the national
average, by moving into full-time employment in their fields at 100 percent
levels in four of eight concentrations.
These graduates also received the
highest starting salaries of SJSU grads,
averaging $1,599 per month.
Graduates in other technical fields
such as industrial design, industrial
technology, and chemistry, also reached

tut) percent employment levels and started
at better than average salaries.
Business majors in all eight concentrations available at SJSU showed
employment levels in the high 80 and 90
percentiles. The average starting salary
for business graduates was $1,219 per
month.
Of all bachelor’s graduates surveyed.
15 percent continued their studies in
graduate or other professional programs
Master’s degree holders scored high
employment levels with eight of 10 majors
surveyed reaching 100 percent.
Education majors, even with studies
pointing to a lack of teaching positions,
polled 100 percent employment levels in
the three concentrations available
Brody cautioned against reading too
much into the survey results, saying the
survey is just one tool in making career
choices.
"My fear is that students will look at
this and see an unfavorable statistic and
be frightened away from a major." he
said "I feel that would be a mistake."
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Catholic women’s needs slighted by clergy
yarmulke, fairly shouted our religious affiliation,

By Anne Papineau
News Editor

Just the other day, before any professor had assigned
some task that would otherwise have occupied our
evening, a friend and I compared life’s notes over twin
glasses of wine.
We learned that not only did we share a home, and a
desire to do well at State this semester, but also,
curiously, we shared a religious faith.
To be raised a Roman Catholic is to know one is different. As the church would have it--the Catholic child is
made to feel uniquely blessed.
We had sensed our specialness when wearing the
distinctive plaid -skirted uniforms that, like the Jewish

in a Catholic mass.
Before my hopes for a new role for Catholic women
grew too inflated, the friend added, "Oh, but Monsignor
was told to stop letting girls help during Mass."
Just listening to this kind of story reminded me of how
frustrating it is, in this so-called era of liberation, to be a
female member of the Catholic Church.
While society claims to be finding room for contemporary, involved women, the church does not

For the boys, it was salt and pepper corduroy pants
topped with emblem emblazoned sweaters.
But treasured as we felt during those early years of
placing wreaths of roses at the madonna’s feet and
lighting candles in an incensed chapel, several of us
suspected we were something less than first-rate
parishioners.
As a child of the military, my friend recalled attending mass at a place where the presiding priest
allowed altar girls to augment the usual retinue of alter
It is very difficult to come to
boys.
terms with a religion that
Like the males, they were permitted to ring the altar
chimes during highlights of the mass! such as when the
strives to stifle talents and
priest elevated the blessed sacrament toward heaven,
potential
uttering, "For this is My body,"
The gowned girls, my friend said, even aided in the
pouring of the wine that was to become Christ’s blood.
I have always held infinite respect lor the nuns who
Indeed, they were permitted to transcend the role of were my teachers in elementary school.
subservient spectator.
They seemed so dynamic and inspired, these role
Although a product of parochial schools. I had never models.
before heard of alter "girls" being allowed to participa e
Yet outside the classroom, and especially during the

,,IsTrItelFrrAtr-- ’

special religious celebrations that were required attendance, nuns resembled servile, background figures
within the very dramatic ritual of the Mass.
In speaking to Catholic clergy. I note chronic indifference to the relatively minor role women play in the
church.
Priests may stress the importance of the Blessed
Virgin, of the almost saintly role of the doting mother,
who, like a fertile brood mare, is encouraged to bear
flocks of new young Catholics.
As a woman’s role continues to grow and change in
other areas, her role as Catholic remains depressingly
static.
For the college student soon to be career woman, it is
difficult to come to working terms with a religion that
strives to stifle talents and goals.
My friend and I are working toward the college
degrees of our choice.
We’ve held challenging jobs, and have seen our share
of professional disappointments and achievements.
How do you explain this to future generations of
fulfilled, involved women, yes, you are valuable, creative,
blessed, but, well, only a man can say Mass

The teen-age chastity bill
won’t prevent promiscuity

WH.O. AS THAT I 11Ast
TO TAU AN DIGLISH RECKWIREMENT T() ORADWAIT?

dude the family in any decision and
no birth control could be issued
without parental consent.
True, those who enter marriage
By Barbara Wyman
Special Pages Editor a virgin are becoming few and far
( research scientists
between
estimate one in ten. )
But another "moral crusade" is
not what is needed--especially one
by the federal government. Don’t
If the federal government had our elected officials have better
its way, we’d all be wearing chastity things to do than chaperone
belts.
"promiscuous" teen-agers’
The 66.7 million alloted for a
Surely the 66.7 million could be
"teen-age chastity bill," which put to a more constructive use.
passed Congress this summer, could Maybe one of the environmental
give them a decent start in that programs Reagan cut could use the
direction.
money’
Instead, Senate bill 1090 would
Even if the counseling centers
sexual
"discourage
simply
are "needed," what teen will seek a
relations" before marriage through zervice where he or she will be
counseling programs.
discouraged and mom and dad will
"Chastity centers" would offer find out
pregnancy tests and adoption
The future of this bill conjures
referrals, but contraceptive or images of girls giving themselves
abortion counseling would be out of coathanger abortions and pregnant
the question.
15 year olds. Bringing back the past
These counseling centers would will not solve the present.
discourage sexual relations as
Sex education programs now
"morally" wrong. They would in- must be a step in the right direction.

According to Math Tech of
Bethesda, Md. these programs do
reduce the amount of "unprotected
intercourse" and, thus, pregnancy
among the unmarried.
And what would happen to
agencies like Planned Parenthood’
These clinics center their service
around assuring teens they can get
birth control without a "note from
mom." But this would defeat the
purpose of the bill, so these agencies
would have to be abolished.
Teenage intercourse is not so
much a result of the availability of
birth control or the lack of
knowledge about it as it is a result of
modern society.
Television, radio, print media,
movies and even songs emphasize
"the joy of sex." There’s no way to
,
avoid it.
But taking away counseling
services which deal with birth
control and replacing them with
clinics who tell us "no" is a waste of
government money.
After all, isn’t that what parents
are for.

Has SJSU gone preppy?
Wm SAYS THAT I HAVE TO TAKE AN
EN(iLISH REQUIUMENT TO(i’VDUATE
By Tamera
Staff Writer

the mailbag
’Self righteous
Christian’
Editor:
This is in response to the guy
who had to make it perfectly clear to
everyone on the first day of class
when he said, "I’m a Christian,"
So whoop -de -do. I’m a
Caucasion. Of course you’re a
Christian. I’m a Christian. You’re a
Christian. She’s a Christian. We’re
all Christians. Even if you’ve never
spent a day in church in your life,
you’re a Christian by default.
This is a Christian culture.
Everyone’s heard of Jesus, the Ten
Commandments, the golden rule.
Our laws reflect our Christian
heritage, just as the laws in the
Middle East reflect Islam.
Over there, even if you’ve never
been in a temple in your life, you’re
Moslem. Everyone’s heard of
Mohammed, his life, his teachings.
Their laws reflect their Islamic
heritage.
"I’m a Christian."
Well hallelujah, brother. I’m a

Caucasion, only I’m not quite so selfrighteous about it.

can invest. Urge Sen. Holmdahl to
vote yes on AB 256.

Jim 4’ooley
Liberal Xrts
Fre,h ma n

Itim en
Public Xd ministration
Junior

Children
need your help
Editor:
This is an urgent plea to all
students with children. A bill is
being considered right now in the
State Senate, AB 256, which would
from
landlords
prohibit
discriminating against potential
renters merely because they have
children.
Your letters and phone calls are
needed to secure passage of this bill
that would allow students with
children a better chance to rent
housing in this state. State Senator
John Holmdahl is a crucial vote
needed for this bill. Please invest the
time and money and write to State
Senator John Holmdahl, State
Senate, State Capitol, Sacramento,
Ca 95814. It is the best 18 cents you

Obstacle course
a ’pleasure’
Editor :
This letter is in regard to the
article, "The Road to Campus
Exercise."
I am glad to see that this type of
exercise facility was built at San
Jose State University. I will take a
great deal of pleasure in going
through the obstacle course, and I’m
sure other students will, too.
The main thing that impressed
me about the obstacle course is that
it can be used by both the physically
fit and the handicapped.
This will benefit all of the
students on campus. This is the way
it should be, and I’m glad to see that
the exercise facility was made that
way. Keep up the good work.
Gus Robinson
Senior

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office ( JC 208
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., San Jose, CA 95192
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing. address and telephone

number Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.
Comments, columns and
editorials will discuss local, state
and international affairs
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinions express the
views of the writer or organization
and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader

comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news storiess.
Guest opinions are encouraged
but will be printed at the discretion
of the Forum Page editor.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better the coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number in case further
information is needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other releases
should be submitted at the Spartan
Daily W inn the Spartaguide box

Move’ over Stanford, Radcliffe
and Universi y of Southern
California; SJSU is fast becoming
the fashion capital of the free college
world.
Are there doubts. While walking
through campus with my backpack
slung over my t -shirt-covered
shoulder, staring at my Nike tennis
shoes, I noticed some new shoes on
the block.
This new species of shoe comes
in only one color and their native
habitat seems to be aboard a yacht
in the Mediterranean, or on the set of
a remake of the Great Gatsby.
The inventor of these brown,
white-soled shoes seems to have had
trouble in naming this new media
event.
Christened "Top-Siders," the
name seems to suggest they’re for
people who don’t know whether
they’re coming or going.
Soon my Nike’s were
surrounded. I gasped when I
realized I was the -only one around
who didn’t have to takes loan out to
buy my shoes.
Rather depressed by this point, I
forced myself not to look below
anyone’s ankles for the rest of the
day, but this proved to be an even
bigger mistake.
Not only are the feet of San Jose
State misguided but their tops are as
well.
On the left side of hundreds of
shirts were small green alligators
that actually looked PREPPY!
These little green lizard rejects
have not only found their way over
the )(cal Is ul (natty SJSU students,
Irey also appear on everything from
,
",f Forum ()age is you, page
The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The
expressed
in
viewpoints
opinion articles are those of the
author. Editorials appearing on
this page are the opinion of the
Spartan Daily.

socks, to tennis shorts, to men’s
pants, to key chains.
Just about out of breath by this
time I hurried into class to find no
alligators in sight, but what I did see
was enough to raise my blood
pressure.

yellow and hot pink.
A few of the men topped their
tops with start white crotcheted ties,
tucked into their shirts near the
third button.
I stumbled blurry eyed out of
class and I knew my life was about

I realized I was the only one who did
not have a loan out to buy my shoes

The classroom was filled with
buttons. Not just a few mind you,
hundreds! Every student in the
class, including (give me strength)
the teacher, wore a button down
shirt in a different solid color,
I hadn’t seen so many buttons
and collars since I last saw a rerun
of "Father Know’s Best."
The rainbow of colors sent my
eyes swimming.
Nothing was
sacred. Even the guys wore lemon

to take a radical turn I can no
longer be uncommitted I either
have to take my Macy’s card to the
limit or stumble through life in a K Mart daze.
Webster’s is going to have to
revise the "S" section to include the
new word for SJSU:
Sta nfordized...the evolution of a state
university or junior college to the
current preppy level of a private
university.
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Housing workshops
help SJSU students
By Greg Garry
Staff Writer
Help for student home
hunters is available at the
Campus Housing Office.
The
Off -Campus
Housing Workshop, offered
by the housing face,
provides students with
housing search information, rental costs,
tenant -landlord laws and
tips on crime prevention,
said Cathy Curtin. SJSU
assistant housing director.
She also said the
workshop organizes rap
sessions between landlords
and tenants.
Landlords who attend
the workshop discuss what
they are looking for from
residents, while students
learn how to avoid troubles

Like a helpless giant lumbering to its death, Building N was demolished
Aug. 18 for failing to meet safety code standards Assistant professor
of foreign languages Pete Collins was on hand to snap photos of the
tumultuous event .

with landlords, she said.
Also discussed are
problems and advantages
of living alone, with a
roommate or a large
group.
Tenant
counselors
in
participate
the
workshop.
Curtin
expressed
concern
that
many
students aren’t aware of
the programs available.
"Many
out-of-town
students aren’t aware of
when to begin the search
for housing and where to
stay while they are
looking," Curtin said.
According to Curtin,
the Workshop of Community Living is a program
tailored to deal with this
problem. The workshop is
presented during the
summer and gives students
a place to stay besides

Rising rents cut student budgets

providing
formation.

housing

in

Information
concerning student housing
was gathered for the
Student Housing Needs
Assessment Survey in the
spring of 1980, The survey
used a random sample of
students to produce its
findings, Curtin said.
The survey found that
the lack of adequate
housing appeared to be
concentrated in the area
close to campus, she said.
Curtin also said the
survey did not determine
whether
students
dissatisfied with their
housing looked elsewhere
before moving close to
campus.
Students with housing
questions should call the
housing off
at 277-2126.

SHOP FOR YOUR
By Greg Garry
Staff Writer

Higher rents will
student budgets
even more tightly than last
year, according to Cathy
Curtin, SJSU assistant
housing director.

squeeze

Housing availability is
comparable to a year ago,
but a 10 to 20 percent cost
increase can be expected,
Curtin said.
Curtin also said
students can expect to pay
the following monthly rents
for off-campus housing:
one bedroom apartment.
8275-350; two bedroom
apartment, 8350-425; three
bedroom apartment, 5450600.

si

to off’
Alternatives
campus apartments also
reflect the price increase.
Curtin said a single
room in a rooming house
goes for $125-200 per
month; a room in a private

A spokeswoman for
Auxiliary Enterprises also
said Spartan City has a
waiting list of 20 people,
representing a six to nine
month wait.
Any students still

ask for a lease covering the
length of the semester, or
longer.
"The lease nrovides
both landlord and tenant
with a measure of
protection. The tenant can

With competitive nature of shopping
and lack of experience in looking,
students need all available help.
home, 8150-200 and sharing
a rental home also costs
8150-200 per person.
Both the dorms and
Spartan City, the married
student housing facility,
are full, according to the
SJSU Housing Office and
Auxiliary Enterprises.

looking for housing will
have to turn to the offcampus area. The vacancy
rate for student housing is
consistently less than one
percent during the school
year, Curtin added.
She also said some
landlords are beginning to

count on a place to live
during the semester with
no rent increase and the
landlord can depend on
having the unit rented for
the period of time covered
by the lease," she said.
Curtin stated that more

students are going to try to
share off -campus housing
than in the past. She also
mentioned some landlords
have warned they will
charge 850-8100 more per
month ii mine tenants man
the agreed upon number
are living in the unit.
She added some
students have tried to
squeeze in an extra person
or two to reduce expenses.
According to a spring
1980 housing survey, some
students decide to live
beyond the immediate
campus area due to a fear
of crime and concern about
poor housing conditions.
Students interested in
finding off-campus housing
should have begun the
search late in July, Curtin
said. She said the peak

New copiers will take your card
campus machines cannot
be adapted to accept
pennies.
"You can’t have a
machine that charges six
or seven cents, and you
can’t expect the copies to
stay five cents since the
company loses money, so
they worked up a new
system," said Dolan, who
is in charge of SJSU vending machines and special
services.
The new system accepts either 10 cents a copy
or the new Copicard, a card
offered to students and
faculty members at
prorated prices.
Cards are on sale at the
Bookstore
Spartan
customer service desk and
in the Fourth Street
Library at the directional
assistance desk. Prices
range from 67.50 for 100
Photo by Gary reirlsrefn
SJSU students can save up to five cents a copy by using the new Copicard copies to $237.50 for 5,000
copies.
system, a system that allows money or the discount card.
With the card, per copy
By Kris Eldred
price varies from seven
that allows students to Michael Dolan.
Staff Writer
charge copies to a prepaid
The price of copies has and a half cents a copy to
SJSU has adopted a account, according to increased a few cents, said just under five cents a copy
new photocopying system Spartan Shops Manager Dolan, but the present compared to the regular

BY

Mark 3. Tennis

new portable alarm
system in SJSITs main
library, designed to reduce
thefts in the bookstack
areas, is now operational.
"The system is
mechanically operational,
but won’t be available

A
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publicly yet." said Sgt.
William Lane, Special
Operations Supervisor for
the university’s police
department.
The system is not
available, according to Sgt.
Lane, because library
staffers still need to figure
out a way patrons can
check out the pen -sized
alarm triggers.
In the alarm system.
the walls in the five
bookstack areas are wired.
If an alarm trigger is
pulled, then a signal from
the bookstack area is sent

This
system will television and department
serve two main purposes.
store-style mirrors.
stated Sgt. Lane. "First, it
"The combination of
will help relieve anxiety
because patrons will know cost and the fact that this
the alarms are available. system infringes on no
one’s privacy is the reason
Second, potential violators we chose it,
said Sgt.
will be deterred because of Lane.
publicity surrounding the
system."
The cheapest closedcircuit TV system would
Library
Director have cost $25,000. The
Maureen Pastine likes the system chosen cost only
system, but is not over- about 85,000. he said
joyed. "I’m not real exWhen the system is in
cited because we’ll have to
spend staff time checking use. 50 of the trigger

’Eventually, the silent alarm signal would be
sent directly to police headquarters’
to silent alarms at the main
circulation desk and at the
technical services desk A
call would then be made to
campus police.
Eventually, the silent
alarm signal would be sent
directly
to
police
headquarters.

out the alrams. But it is
important because it
prevents thefts
from
students."
Six other security
systems were considered
for the bookstacks area
including closed-circuit

alarms will be available to
any patrons
According to Pastine.
security in the new library
won’t be as much of a
problem. "There’s much
more open space in the new
library:’ she said

CAR INSURANCE
BY COMPUTER

to 18.

Quotes from 40 companies in seconds.

Curtin also said
students who delay the
search for housing can
expect a tough time finding
a spot. The vacancy rate in
the campus area during the
school year is always less
percent. she
than one
added.
"With the competitive
nature of shopping for
housing and the lack of
experience many SJSU
students have in locating a
place to live, students need
all the help and information they can get.
The housing office offers
various programs to aid
students in their search:’
she said.

Revolutionary new concept in buying auto
insurance! Saves you time and money. Call
for an appointment or stop by for your free
auto quote today! Special rates for full time
(12 unit) students.
White & Myatt
701 N. 1st Street
San Jose, CA

(408) 287-8910
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ORIGINALS LI.50

INSURAN,
BROKE w,

STUDENT 1

DISCOUNT

price of 10 cents a copy
when using a coin.
Though the cards are
not refundable for unused
copies, copies can be made
as long as students own the
card, said Dolan.
converted
The
machines can be found in
the library, the Spartan
Bookstore, and other
locations on campus.

Monday
9:15 pm
Tuesday
6:45 pm
9:15 pm

Theft prevention system near
completion in campus library
Staff Writer

period in the scramble lot;
off-campus units is Aug. 3
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Students dig Albion

Porno site revealed
By Tamera Casias
Staff Writer
Seashells, soil, trowels,
bones and obsidian all play
a part in further education
at SJSU with instructors
Dr Thomas Layton and
Alan Leventhal.
Layton, a professor of
anthropology, Leventhal.
lab
anthropology
an
director, and 27 students
recently returned from
their excavation site one
mile north of Albion near
Fort Bragg. The Albion site
is thought to be an old
seasonal living area for the
Porno Indians. dating back
several thousand years.
"We’ve documented
artifacts from the site back
at least 2,000 years,"
Layton said. "We think it
will go back probably 5.000
years. We’re not into pretty
displays of artifacts," he
"We’re
continued.
discovering what the Porno
Indians ate and hunted
thousands of years ago."
The site was brought to
the attention of the Anthropology Department by
the property owner, Dr.
Anton Musladin.
Musladin, a medical
doctor, is also an archeology student at SJSU.
According to Layton’s
research, the Indians used
to send their strongest men
and women to the beach
seasonally to catch and dry
seafood and meat.
Several things indicate
the site was only a seasonal

camp. The lack of artifacts
indicate there were no
basket -making activities or
acorn processing.
Layton, professor of
anthropology, attended the
University of California at
Davis and received his
Harvard
Ph.D.
at
University in 1971.
became
Leventhal
interested in archeology
through his interests in
Native American culture.
Funding for the Albion
Coast project began with a
small grant from Gerald
Wheeler, dean of Social
Sciences and is now self
supported by the students
fees.
"Most of the students
at the site are professionals
in other fields," said
Layton. "They take archeology classes before
and after the dig."
is
project
The
governed by the Mendocino
Archeological
County
Commission. The commission includes both
archeologists and Native
Americans.
The students had to get
from
the
permission
Pomos on the commission
in order to dig.
"Some sites are still
sacred." said Leventhal.
"There are still people
living with real or mythical
ties to the past."
commission
The
mandates there must be a
Porno Indian on the site
during all activity.

Laiwa:
Raymond
president of the SJSU
Native American students
association, was not only
necessary as an observer,
but also as a knowledgable
worker, according to
Layton.
Everything discovered
and removed from the site
has been photographed and
mapped in order to show
the complete technique and
process used.
"We take apart and
destroy," said Layton,
"but we can rebuild."
The excavation team
first scoops the soil up in a
trowel, where the larger
pieces are removed.
The remaining soil is
shaken through a screen
where smaller, previously
undetected artifacts are
collected
"It’s our responsibility
to report on the findings,"
Leventhal said. "We won’t
just leave them in a vault
or closet."
Many of the artifacts
will be placed in the
Mendocino Community
Museum.
A new group will be
going up to the site in the
fall to test two additional
sites.
"We train students in
archeology with first-hand
experience," Leventhal
said.
"We are reporting on
the Pomos as they were,"
he continued. "Not as we’d
like them to be."
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STUDENT FOOTBALLTICKETS
Season ticket plan for only

$10.00. (A savings of 20%)
Individual game tickets
at $2.50 each.
Spartan Ticket Office open daily, 9-5.
Game days, 11:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

FOR TICKET INFORMATION,
CALL 277-3241

By Tom Quinlan
Staff Writer
A thin sheen of sweat
forms over his upper lip.
lie wipes his hands on his
pants, and looks nervously
over the wreckage-littered
battlefield.
Already he’s accounted
for three enemy tanks and
a missile, but he knows that
there are more out there,
just waiting for a single
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Try the Caltrans Peninsula
Train to st hool for
the month of
September.
FREE.
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Then, buy an October
student pass and get a
Caltrain-KOME
bookbag - free with your purchase.

d4.114
The Peninsula Train runs fast and easy, San Jose to
San Francisco -plenty of stops near your school or college

See your nearest Peninsula Commuter Station ticket agent for details.
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moment ot inattention on
his part.
Suddenly, the radar
flashes
a
warning:
"Enemy Target Within
Range. On Your Left."
The tank commander
wheels the tank around
furiously,
desperately
trying to line up the enemy
within his sights before the
enemy sights him.
After what seems like
an eternity, the tank’s
scope lights up, a brilliant
flashing green. The
commander has found the
enemy tank.
But the enemy has
found him too, and is
quickly bringing it’s gun to
bear. Deciding he has time
for just one shot, the tank
commander immediately
fires off a round.
The other tank hasn’t
finished moving, and when
it does, it has evaded the
missle.
Not having had time to
reload, the tank commander is frantically
maneuvering to avoid his
opponent’s shot: it’s not
enough, and the enemy’s
missile finds its target,
obliterating the tank and
its personnel.
And so ended the
battlefield career of an
unsung tank commander.
For just about 30 seconds.

Seeking To Live In
The Style of Jesus

Grace Baptist Church
American Baptist

jjjjLJj
Sunday

S.P. TICKET AGENT: Give a freebie September pass
to any student bearing this coupon and student
identification Tell him or her how to get a free
CALTRAIN-KOME bookbag by purchasing
an October student monthly ticket on the
Caltrans Peninsula Train.

That’s how long it took
for the destroyed hero of
the previous battle to reach
into his pocket and dig out
another quarter, earning
the right to command three
more tanks until their
inevitable destruction.
The preceding battle
was brought to you through
the courtesy of "Battle
Zone," one of the newest
and most realistic of the
video games.
"Battle Zone" should
seem realistic. Atari Inc.,
which invented and
markets
the
game,
redesigned it at the request
of the U.S. Army, which
hopes to learn whether
electronic
game
proficiency can be translated into battlefield skills
for sharpshooters and aces
of the airways.
When told about the
Army’s latest brainstorm,
SJSU video wizard Glen
Harper said, "Don’t let
them know that I’m that
good."
After achieving the
exalted rank of Space
Avenger on the game
"Gorf" Monday in the
student union games
center, the pre-law student
showed little interest in
exchanging his video
screen for anything more
realistic.

9.45 a.m. Worship
11:00 a.m. Coffee Hour

that it is the rare game
player who can play a
game for more than 10
minutes on a single
quarter. And unlike pinball
machines, most video
games don’t offer a free
game as an inducement to
play.
A slight drawback to
the video games is their
brief shelf life. Except for
cult classics like "Missile
Command," "Asteroids"
and "Space Invaders,"
most games lose their
appeal after six months.
"They’re no fun
anymore," Gregory said,
"once the players figure
out the tapes."
But for video game
fanatics, there is no cause
for alarm. The people who
brought us "Space Invaders," "Centipede,"
"Moon Cresta," and "Pac
Man" are still hard at work
to bring out new variations
of flashing lights on a video
screen.
Linda
Fons,
a
psychology major, was
playing one of the seven
video games
located
outside the Spartan Pub.
She plays "once a week
if I’m lucky," she said, and
seemed to appreciate that
dedication to novelty.
Fons, who has already
mastered "Phoenix" and
"Space Invaders," was
happily shoving a quarter
down the maw of the latest
video offering.
"Adventure

Brake Job Specials
On VW Bugs $58.50

Pete’s Stop
Garage

Staff
D. Andrew Kille
George L. "Shorty" Collins

Corner of 10th it W.Biom
447 E Wilhom
San Jose

Paul C. Christie
South Tenth 8. East San Fernando

Harper. who spends
only $2 or $3 a week on
video games, says the
games are good for "when
you have nothing better to
do... it keeps you in shape,
kinda."
The real attraction for
Harper and other participants in the video sport
is "to try and top the
score."
That’s been a powerful
lure of arcades ever since
pinball machines first
made their appearance.
But the pinball machine
was rapidly eclipsed by
video games.
One reason could be
the relative anonymity that
accompanies the pinball
wizard. Many video games
offer a "hall of fame,"
which allows high scoring
players and opportunity to
set down their scores ana
three glentifying initials.
A more compelling
reason could be economics.
According to Terry
Gregory, games manager
of the Student Union,
pinball machines still earn
as much as they ever did,
but their returns are
dwarfed by the vast sums
the video games pull in.
Gregory refused to
detail the precise amounts
spent on the games, since it
would be "just an excuse
for people to try and break
into them." However, he
did say that the 17 video
games in the Student Union
game area equals bowling
as top money-makers
One reason for this is

San Jose
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USF dons new look

40

Photo

by Stephen Blakeman

SJSU’s Giulio Bernardi (No. 9 at left) eyes the ball in the Spartans recent 3-2
win over Westmont College. In his first two games, Bernardi has scored four
times He also scored three goals in two exhibition games.
In the
background is the Spartan’s Hector Pizarro

Dierkes big switch
sparks Spartan win
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
Future opponents of SJSU’s soccer
team have already heard about the scoring
abilities of Giulio Bernardi and Sergio
Cardoso After Tuesday night’s game at
PAL Stadium, they’ll now have to worry
about Chris Dierkes as well.
When the season began, Dierkes was a
member of the Spartans defensive
backfield, On Tuesday, coach Julie
Menendez switched Dierkes to a forward
spot and the 6-2, I75-pound senior
responded with two goals as SJSU downed
U.S. International of San Diego 4-I.
The win moved the Spartans official
record to 2-0. The Spartans have also
defeated USF and the Alumni in exhibition
matches.
"He can score goals," Menendez said
of his Dierkes maneuver. "We’re showing
lot’s of talent right now and I think we can
get better."
As expected, Dierkes was delighted
with his performance.
"It’s wonderful," the Chico State
transfer said. "It’s nice to be able to move
up. I’m looking forward to scoring more."
"He came off the bench and con-

New
assistant
to be
named

centrated on his shots real well," Bernardi
said, who scored the Spartans other two
goals.
As in their opening game against
Westmont, the Spartans once again gave
The Daily has learned
up the game’s first goal.
U.S. International’s Said Ecouad put that John Raynor, head
his team in front at 3:31 on a header off a basketball coach at Arvery good high throw in.
chbishop Mitty High, will
Bernardi tied the game a few minutes be named as an assistant
later when he sent a deflected pass into coach for the Spartans’
USI’s goal. Bernardi’s shot was also squad.
helped by a deflection.
SJSU head basketball
Bill
Berry
Only 129 seconds into the second half, coach
Bernardi struck again to put the Spartans categorically
denied
permanently in the lead at 2-1. This time. Raynor has won the job,
Bernardi used some fancy dribbling to hut Sports Information
fake out the USI goalie and send a shot into Director Lawrence Fan
said. "Ile (Raynor) is on
an open net.
Then, it was Dierkes turn to show his campus. If you use your
scoring potential. At 63:38, he took a pass deductive reasoning. you
from Hector Pizarro and rifled a shot past should be able to figure it
the US1 goalie. Then, at 73:38, he scored out."
again, this time off a pass from Bernardi.
who
has
Raynor,
The Spartans now take the road for the compiled a 27-23 record in
f.rst time this season. On Sunday, SJS11 his two years at Mitty, will
will play Humboldt State in Arcata. and till the position vacated by
next Friday night the Spartans will be in Tony Oddo, who left SJSU
Stockton to open their Pacific Soccer to take a job at Cal Poly Conference schedule against the Tigers Sao Luis Obispo,

3 /)

national material, Navai
said.
"It is unfair, especially
to someone like (Nick
Birchard who worked out
with the team last season
but did not compete in
hopes of doing so this
year," said Navai, who
served as the men’s head
swimming coach last year.
In addition to being
unable
to
swim
collegiately. the teams also
face the problem of trying
to raise funds for competition since they will not
receive any money from
the SJSU athletic department and "chances for
money through A.S. are
slim," according to John
Ekholm, secretary and
treasurer for the club.
Presently,
team
members are attempting to
offset expenses by looking
for sponsors. Estimated
costs of starting the teams
run about $25.000. said
Navai.

,,,v1.1DENT

"We have to start from
scratch. We have no suits,
no sweats, no equipment
and we have to repair the
swimming lanes," Navai
said.
Though the teams
consist mainly of former
swim team and water polo
members, the club is open
to any SJSU student or
faculty member wishing to
swim competitively. The
club is asking a $20
membership fee, but it is
refundable should someone
trying out not make the
team.
Anyone wishing to
tryout should attend the
practice Tuesday. Sept. 8
at 3 p.m. at the men’s pool,
said Navai. Practice will
continue daily through
December when the meets
will start, he added.
The teams hope to have
at least three or four meets
a month until March, the
end of the season, according to Navai
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Eliminated SJSU teams
form club for competition
By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer
Though cutbacks have
eliminated them from the
SJSU sports roster and
have disqualifed them
from college swimming
members of the former
men’s swimming and
waterpolo teams are going
to compete, according to
Kayvan Navai, coach and
president of the new SJSU
Swimming and Waterpolo
Club.
Since learing of the
recent elimination of the
teams, members of the
aquatic sports have been
trying to form new teams
regulated by the Amateur
Athletic Union. With AAU
approval and by using
SJSU club status, the new
teams will be able to
compete against other
colleges and universiti,
but will not be able to attend
the
collegiate
nationals should any team
members prove to be

By Mark J. Tennis
improved record.
coach Bill Coupe, replacing Cardinals coach Nelson
Staff Writer
Bob Lodge. who guided his
Last year, UOP was 0- long-time coach
The Pacific Soccer
Conference may be the 6-I in the conference. With a DiGrazia. plans a fast- team to a 5-2 league mark
last year.
nation’s toughest collegiate lot of luck, the Tigers could paced style of soccer.
"We’re blessed again
"We’re going to borrow
soccer conference. After move close to the SOU
a page from football," with three class university
all, last year’s PSC mark.
We’ve
also
coach Coupe said. "We’ll run kind strikers.
Third -year
champs, the University of
to
San Francisco Dons, were Bruce Spaulding will also of a run -and-shoot of- recruited two players
help us in our weakness
also last year’s national get offensive help from fense."
highly regarded Dalton
Unfortunately for last year, the midfield,"
champs.
This year’s conference Duval, a transfer from San Coupe, he still needs to find Lodge said.
capable scorers for such an
race may be much closer Joaquin Delta College.
Stanford’s big three
The attack. He hopes junior
than last year’s when USF Fresno State:
are seniors Willie Giucci
went 7-0 with SJSU. Fresno Bulldogs went 14-4 last Dan Martin will provide (14
goals last year and
State and Stanford all at 5- year for their best -ever some scoring punch.
record, and nine starters
The Bears will be Ted Rata lov ich ( 28 goals as
2.
strong defensively, but a freshman in 19781 and
The reason this year’s are back.
Included among the shouldn’t improve much on sophomore Jorge Titinger
race should tighten is that
lllgoalsiastyear,
last year’s 2-5 record.
USF has lost five starters returnees are senior forThe two newcomers
St. Mary’s
from last year’s squad, wards Tony Browne and St. Mary’s:
are midfielders Angel
including three who Brett Stoner, and senior shared the conference
basement with Pacific last Vasquez from Watsonville
decided not to return in the goalie Kirk Shermer.
Browne scored 13 goals year at 0-6-1, and it looks and Casio Conceicao from
past few weeks.
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.
One of the three was and had 11 assists last like the Gaels will be
Santa Clnra
The
the PSC’s MVP for last season to rank fourth in the inexperienced again.
"We are a struggling Broncos will be young in
season, midfielder Roar conference, while Stoner
1981 with only one senior
Andersen. who was to had 12 goals. Shermer was program," coach Randy
among seven juniors and
begin his senior season. all -conference last season, Farris commented. "But
nine sophomores.
The other two are mid- and is regarded as one of we do feel things are imSanta Clara also has a
proving. We may have the
fielder Jo Bergsvand and the nation’s best.
new
coach with Ralph
Fresno State’s major potential to pull a few
forward Bjorn Tronstad,
Perez
taking over for Dave
who led the nation in question mark is a lack of surprises."
Farris will be helped Chaplik.
scoring as a freshman experience.
The top returning
"We’ll be very, very, by two transfers from
three years ago.
scorer is Steve Fechner,
Compounding USF’s young. We’ll probably start Denver University, goalie
but the Broncos leading
problems is a cut in soccer two or three freshmen," Dave Konecny and scorer
should come from
coach Jose Elgorriaga defenseman Chris Swoish.
scholarships.
Stanford:
"I would among Tim Fritz, Mark
said.
Despite its problems,
New Cal rate us a good plus,- stated Hunter or Tony Vertongen
California:
USF still has to be the
favorite to win this year’s
PSC crown.
The Dons will be led by
forwards Fidelis Atuegbu
and Glenn Van Straatum
and halfback Erik Nielsen.
Atuegbu scored the winning goal in USF’s 4-3
sudden-death overtime win
over Indiana for the
national title last fall. In
the same NCAA tourney,
Nielsen was most valuable
player.
USF will also have the
PSC’s top two goalies
returning. The two are
Aram Kardzair, who
recorded five shutouts last
year, and Andre Schweitzer, who had seven.
Here’s a capsule on
each of the conference
teams, except USF and
87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
SJSU.
San Jose Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040
A strong
Pacific:
941 3600
249-8700
defense, led by backs Theo
VF
M -F 9-9 Sat 9 530/ Sun 12-5, MV, M -Sid 9:5:30
HOURS
Bennett and J.J. Grimes,
should key the Tigers to an
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Handicap access constructed

Facilities being remodeled
1-1 Les Mahler
Staff Writer
In an effort to meet federal
requirements for disabled persons, restroom facilities
throughout the campus are being
remodeled.
According to Ron Montgomery, SJSU environmental
health and safety officer, the
changes are required by Section
504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act.
Section 504 states institutions
receiving federal aid must make
their programs accessible to the
handicapped.

hearts.
The widening of restroom
doors started during the summer
months and is the first of several
restroom modifications. Other
changes include widening stalls
and lowering urinals, according
to Montgomery.
The $66,000 modification
project should be completed
within a month and a half,
Montgomery said. Money for the
project has come out of the
California State University and

College’s budget.
Montgomery said that the
university has some other
cnanges in mind to accomodate
disabled persons.
These include installation of
two elevators in the Old Science
Building, the upper level of the
and
Education
Physical
Recreation Building and the
men’s gym, as well as porch lifts
to make the swimming pool more
accessible.
The installation cil porch lifts

ill make the Lon miming pools
more accessible to wheelchair
students. The lifts will hoist the
person to pool deck level,
wheelchair and all.
From there, the person will
be wheeled to either end of the
pool, where another hoist will lift
them out of the wheelchair and
into the pool.
Elevator additions and
swimming pool modifications,
costing $350,000, are expected to
be completed by June 1982.

IIV19,111.

It was later refined and
signed into law by former Health.
Education and Welfare Secretary
Joseph Califano, effective June 3,
1977.
There are currently 300
persons at SJSU with some form
of disability, including 200 that
have mobility problems of some
sort, ranging from wheelchair
confinement to people with bad

BeSteve
tando
conold
sults
SJSU yearbooks
and
clippings of
past homecomings.

Theft and breakage
cost Food Services,
students $13,000

Bs Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
Residence Hall Food Services spent
$13,000 this summer to replace utensils
and dinnerware lost to breakage and theft
last year, according to Bob Woodward,
dining commons manager.
While Woodward admits that some
breakage does occur, he attributes most of
the losses to students stealing the dining
utensils.
"After all, the plates are plastic, and
that’s pretty tough to break," Woodward
said.
Residence Hall Food Services is a
division of Spartan Shops Inc. The cost of
stolen merchandise is directly reflected in
housing and food services costs, which
together were up 22 per cent this fall,
Woodward said.
Although it is still too early to detect
shortages this year, Woodward said that
most shortages do occur at the beginning
of a new semester, " when people want to
stock up their rooms."
Ninety-two dozen dinner plates were
purchased, at a cost of $1.61 a plate.
Woodward also purchased 400 dozen
glasses, 370 dozen knives, and "at least
that many forks and spoons."
Photo by Dave Hat
At the end of school last May paper
plates were necessary to back up the
depleted dinnerware supply.
Woodward had been asking his
checking staff to "be more observant. I’ve
also beefed-up our security staff at night
when the Dining Commons is used as a

study hall."
the
Another serious problem plaguing
waste,
Food Service budget is food
waste
Woodward estimates that students
their
about 20 per cent of what they put on
trays
five
"It makes me sick. People take
whole
desserts and eat one, or I see
bananas just thrown away."
Woodward will be launching a "waste
alert
program" later in the year to
students to the problem of food waste.
all
"I’ll be setting up a program where
the uneaten food will be collected, weighed
per
and then its cost estimated at a price
pound. At the University of the Pacific, where
Woodward worked before coming to SJSU
a year and a half ago. a similar waste
program was effected and worked "for a

8 ,0

little while."
Last year Woodward changed the
second portions policy, and he feels this
has helped in reducing some food waste.
"Before, students could return for
seconds before they’d eaten their firsts.
Now they must empty their plates and wait
in line all over again."
There are 18,000 students on meal
plans and roughly 43,000 meals are served
from the Dining Commons daily.
"We make it on the absentee factor,"
said Woodward, explaining that if all
students on meal plans ate in the commons
three times a day, they would probably go
bankrupt.

EOP offering
many services
to numerous Variety of activities being planned
SJSU students
Homecoming tries to recapture tradition
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
A variety of services are available to qualifying
minority and low-income students through the
campus Educational Opportunity Program (EOP).
"It is for all races who meet the criteria," said
Pete Zaragoza, EOP research assistant.
Programs offered by the EOP included free
counseling, tutorial assistance and academic
programming, which helps students develop special
education skills.
EOP also offers assistance in obtaining grants,
loans and job opportunities.
Special help is given to students who are unable
to meet SJSU’s regular entrance requirements.
Zaragoza said the program is designed to "help
the students into school and keep them here."
To use the EOP the California resident should
check the "yes" box next to EOP on the application
for admission. Students may apply to the program
each semester.
The student must also apply for financial aid,
since the EOP itself does not give out grants. he
said. Money will be distributed based on individual
need and availability of funds.
EOP offers assistance in explanation of
financial aid, giving the student the "person to
person touch," Zaragoza said.
Zaragoza said the EOP is here to "help all
students who have problems."
The EOP office is located in the Women’s Gym,
room 203.

By Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
If the Homecoming
newly
Committee’s
launched "patrons" fundraising program is as
successful as chairman
Steve Betando hopes it will
be, this year’s homecoming
activities will be the most
expansive this campus has
seen in more than a
decade.
Striving to recapture
the "good old days of
spirit," which Betando
feels were lost in the
student apathy surrounding the Vietnam War era,
Homecoming ’81 will
float -filled
feature a
parade, a fashion show,
coronation ball and
banquet, barbecue and
alumni brunch.
The committee’s zeal
is matched by its deficit in
funding.
requested
Betando
$13,000 from Associated
Students to finance

homecoming but was
allocated only $4,000.
The more than $8,000
difference will hopefully be
made up through a patrons’
donation program, according to Betando.

Betando, 20, has
inherited his interest in
homecoming
reviving
festivities. His father, Don,
director of the Division of
Technology here, was
at faculty adviser to the
mainly
Aimed
homecoming committee
alumni and community
for 10 years.
members, a "patron" who
donates $100 or more earns
"When I was a kid, San
the distinction of Dorian,
"which in the Roman Jose State’s homecoming
Empire days were the seemed like such a great
highest class of Spartans," thing, so exciting. But then
in the later ’60s student
Betando explained
started
involvement
steadily declining in all the
Anyone donating $75 or
more earns the title universities,"
said
Diamond Chariot Patron: Betando. "Fraternities and
a
more,
or
those giving $50
sororities had to sell their
Gold Chariot Patron; those houses. Activities had
more,a
or
$25
donating
turned more political,
Silver Chariot Patron; and focusing on events outside
campus."
those giving $5 or more, a the
Supporting Patron.
All patrons will be
recognized in the proposed
homecoming program.

sparta uide
The ASIAN Club will
hold a coffee and donut gettogether 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call
Gary at 277-2894 or 295-8106
for further information.

senators.
Application
deadline is Sept. 4. Two
seats are open on the
Allocations
Spet ’al
Committee, and three seats
open on the Personnel
Selection
Committee.
Application deadline for
Sigma Alpha Mu these posts is Sept. 8. Call
Fraternity will hold a rush 277-3201 for further inparty at 9 p.m. Thursday at formation.
567 S. 8th St. Call Ed
Makiewicz at 279-9397.
"The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter,- will be shown at 7
The SJSU Symphony p.m. Thursday at the San
Orchestra
is holding Jose Museum of Art, 110 S.
auditions for the fall Market St. Admission is $1
semester. The orchestra for all non -Fine Film
has openings for all strings Society members. Call 294and some wood wind and 2787, for further inbrass positions. Rehearsals formation.
take place 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays in
The Occupational
the concert hall on campus. Therapy
Christian
Call
Joyce
Johnson. Fellowship will present Joe
Hamilton at 277-2905, for Ludders as guest speaker 6
information.
to 7:30 p.m. Sept. 8 in the
S.U. Almaden Room, His
Applications are being topic will be "Health, it’s
accepted for foreign study source and symptoms."
abroad and full SJSU credit Call Dave Hoshiwara at
through the California 998-4475, for further inState
International formation.
programs Information and
applications are available
Tutors are needed to
in Journalism 216. or call help foreign students
277-3781
enrolled in survival
reading courses. One to
The
Associated three units of English or
Students has three seats education
credit
are
available for Academic available. For information.

last three days to see
I uAnn Hampton Laverty Oberlander
hit ot the slimmer wdson
September 3,4, 5, 1981
8:00 p.m. curtain
Studio Theatre
5th a San Fernando

(.en
S; 00

Adm.

StulSr.
SISU Fac/Stalf
92.01i

call Ruth Roche at 277-2832 Cost is $3 and includes a
or 297-3984.
picnic lunch.
The SJSU Advertising
Club will hold its first
meting at 6 p.m. Sept. 16
in nournalism Building,
room 117. For more information, call Debbi
Herath after 6 p.m. at 9881346.

Rosters for intramural
volleyball are available in
the Office of Student
Programs and Services.
Leagues will consist of a
coed novice and open
category.
Completed
rosters must be turned in
by Sept. 10, with a $10
A workshop on resume forfeit fee.
For inwriting will be held at 12:30 formation. call 277-2971.
p.m. Thursday in the S.U.
Almaden Room. Call 2772272 for information.
The
Wednesday
Cinema will present "9 to
California Mini-Corps 5," Sept. 9. A matinee will
will have an orientation be shown at 1:30 p.m. in the
meeting about migrant S.U. Ballroom. Evening
education at 4:30 p.m. Sept. shows are at 7 and 10 p.m.
a in
4 in Sweeney Hall,
Morris
Dailey
410. Call Barbara Alit... at Auditorium. Call 277-3228,
277-2781 or 277-3312.
for more information.
The Department of
Military Science and Track
’n Trail will hold a 10
kilometer run at 9:30 a.m.
Sept 6 at Hellyer Park. For
more information, call
Michael Thomas or Captain Peterson at 277-2985

also dependent on funds.

The first meeting for
the women’s swim team
will be at 2:30 p.m. Sept. 8
at the women’s pool. For
more information, call
Jack Mutimer at the
Athletic Department.

Have A
Tremendous Experience
Do A Good Deed -And Get Credit Too!
1-3 units in English or Education
Our Foreign Students need YOU
to tutor them in reading
For further information, see Ruth Ruch«,
Faculty Office 226-277-2832
M. 10-11: T -W. 11 -noon: TH. noon -1: F. 1-2
or tee free to call me at home 297-3984

The last full-scale
homecoming at SJSU was
in 1968.
This year’s scheduled
events include: a fashon
show Oct. 12 in the Student
Union Amphitheatre at
noon, ( the homecoming
king and queen candidates
will model sportswear,: a
coronation ball and
banquet Oct. 16 at the
Sunnyvale Hilton; and the
parade, Oct. 17 at 11 am
featuring the Budweiser
Clydesdale horses, the
National Color Guard, the
San Jose Police Department’s Mounted Police
Unit, Marriott’s Great
costunied
America’s
characters and the SJSU
marching band.
Many local high school
bands and 10 to 15 floats are
also expected to march in
the parade, according to

committee
Cindy Mar,
member.
"All we’re missing now
is a bonfire -- we wanted
one but couldn’t get a
permit," Maro said.

4

According to Betando,
community members have
already begun to donate
money,
time
and
materials, but a lot more is
still needed.

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
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STERN IN CHINA

Ploduced nd Directed by MURRAY LEANER
Ar1111c Superyleor ALLAN MILLER
A presentation of the HARMONY FILM GROUP

SAN JOSE PREMIERE!
1( 366 SO. FIRST ST. SAN JOSE 294-3800
Seperate admission late show

"SEX AND DRUGS AND ROCK AND ROLL"
with
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ATTENTION

DORM RESIDENTS
Select your team NOW
for the

SJSU
INTRAMURAL
DORM LEAGUE.-

I

c.z

cy_

Beginning Tuesday, September 8
sponsored by

A S LEISURE SERVICES

MILIT-IT? BREWING COMPANY

League Awards & Weekly Prizes provided by
MILLER BREWING COMPANY
Free Secretarial/Treasurer Services & League Champion T -Shirts
provided by

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS LEISURE SERVICES
Cost per Bowler only $2.55 per night!

277-3226
STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA

